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Festive 
Hair

I
t's the busiest and most wonderful time of the year! 
The holiday season is upon us and with it an endless 
stream of parties, cocktail events, and glamorous 
dinners. This festive spirit likely has your clients looking 
to add an extra touch of glamour to their hair color and 
style.

Whether you're looking to improve the health of your 
clients' strands or add a little sparkle and shine to their 
color, milk_shake® offers endless opportunities to make 
the best of this holiday season.

From high definition hair color and new scented candles 
to holiday retail kits, healthy hair gift ideas and much 
more.

Happy HoliDays!

ON THE COVER 

PRODUCTS USED:
milk_shake® blow-dry primer
glistening serum / texturizing 
cream / let it shine / strong 
hairspray

z-oneconceptusa.com

facebook/milkshakeusa

instagram/milkshakeusa

ConneCt with Us

Braid ideas 
For Holiday 
party season 

nothing says festive like a special 
hairstyle. Check out these braided 
holiday hair tutorials to help you 
create braids and knots for every 
style and occasion.

free tutorials here
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Fashion Week 9/12/21

RUnWaY RePoRt

The Nolcha Shows are a leading New York Fashion 
week event. This award-winning showcase allows 
independent fashion designers a chance to 
display their collections to a global audience of 
press, retailer, stylists, and industry influencers. 

over the past eleven years the Nolcha shows have 
become an established platform promoting cutting 
edge innovative fashion. 

on september 12th, 2021, designers such as Kavenliu 
Dimor, Koreano, The 5th season, & Klova walked the 
runway showcasing their designs. z.one concept Usa  
and Creative Director Gerard Caruso took the lead 
in hair design creating looks that maintained natural 
texture, sleek locks and ponytails adorned with a top 
braid. “milk_shake lifestyling products made the 
hairstyles easy to create,” says Caruso. 

Braiding grease, braiding lotion, extra strong hairspray 
and let it shine, were just a few of our must have 
styling products. These top styling products gave us 
the confidence we needed to create fantastic long-
lasting styles that where easily adaptable. Hair is part 
of your wardrobe, so remember to dress it!

hair team: Gerard Caruso, Brian Grieve, Jacklyn lopes, 
Eva Haris, Tracey smith, sebastian Matos, Marcus Caillet, 
sarah Califano, Kimberly Cuciniello, Tuesday Mclean, 
Giselle Reyes, Kimberly slemaker, lelia Johnson, Joey 
Baganto Deanne Gottschalk, luis Thomas, sarah arcamone
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Color Care TRio
color maintainer shampoo
color maintainer conditioner
leave in conditioner
keepsake gift box

silver shine TRio
silver shine shampoo
silver shine conditioner
whipped cream
keepsake gift box

Holiday Gifts 

for eVerY hair concern and every budget 

From big gifts to small, say “Happy Holidays” with a round-up of the best milk_shake 
gifts of the season.

This year, milk_shake has countless products and kits at a wide range of prices. From 
affordable stocking stuffers to extravagant kits, there’s something for everyone, ahead.

HoliDay TRios

integrity system TRio
integrity nourishing shampoo
integrity nourishing conditioner
incredible milk
keepsake gift box

Moisture plus TRio
moisture plus shampoo
moisture plus conditioner
moisture plus whipped cream
keepsake gift box
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Color Care DUo
color maintainer shampoo
color maintainer conditioner

Volume solution DUo
volume solution shampoo
volume solution conditioner

Moisture plus DUo
moisture plus shampoo
moisture plus conditioner

silver shine DUo
silver shine shampoo
silver shine conditioner

integrity system DUo
integrity nourishing shampoo
integrity nourishing conditioner

HoliDay DUos Added Bonus:
saloN HoliDay 
sET Up

This the season for salon 
sparkle 

To make the sale of our products even 
more effective this holiday season, we 
are adding festive photo string lights 
to our holiday orders.

We will provide polaroids with images 
of the different milk_shake ranges 
where you can indicate the price of 
holiday promotions.

how to get them?

Buy 6 holiday trios, 
get FREE photo string lights

oR/aND

Buy 12 holiday Duos, 
get FREE photo string lights
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spECial EDiTioN 
holiday packaging

HoliDay 
oRNaMENTs

RETAIL PRICE $10 ow
 

Mini Holiday ornaments
6 leave in conditioner 2.5 oz
6 whipped cream 1.7 oz
6 incredible milk 1.7 oz

incredible milk 

Holiday Edition

 

lifestyling amazing 
Holiday Edition
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@shelleylaneinspires

lifestyling + FREE 
scented candles

3 lifestyling smoothing cream 5.1 oz
3 lifestyling shaping foam 8.4 oz
3 lifestyling strong hold spray 16.8 oz
3 lifestyling thermo protector 6.8 oz
3 lifestyling blow-dry primer 6.8 oz
Free products
3 milk_shake heart candle
3 milk_shake soul candle

*while stocks last

miLK shaKe heart CanDLe: The citrus notes of lemon and lime reveal an aromatic 
and floral effect where lavender emerges. The woodsy background of Guaiac and cedar 
wood blends perfectly with undertones of musk and vetiver.

miLK shaKe soUL CanDLe: Characterized by spicy notes of orange, bergamot and 
cinnamon, followed by a body rich in woody fragrances such as cedar, sandalwood and 
jasmine. The vanilla tail, Guaiac wood and Tonka Bean leave an amber note.

retaiL promotion: purchase two milk_shake lifestyling products 
and receive one of our exclusive, luxury candles free of charge!

presents the precious 
special edition 
fragranced candles 

for an 
original gift 
they are 
sure to love.



liTER salE

deep cleansing shampoo 33.8 oz
daily frequent shampoo 33.8 oz 
daily frequent conditioner 33.8 oz

color sealing shampoo 33.8 oz
color sealing conditioner 33.8 oz

saVE
35%
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colouring additive with a barrier-effect that allows for the overlapping of different 
shades at the same time without needing foils and without smearing or staining.
it contains aloe vera extract, an emollient with restorative and protective 
properties that has a unique, natural regenerating effect. 
color split unleashes the need for creativity and allows for multicolour 
techniques without using foils or strips.

Features:
_  can be applied to one strand by applying one shade to the  roots and  
another to the lengths without needing to disconnect separate the two
_  alternatively, it can be applied to different sections that are next to each   
other without having to separate them to avoid colour overlapping
_  color split makes the colouring formula more compact, making  
application easier
_  ideal and recommended for shade combinations of up to 3 levels difference. it is 
best to avoid contrasting tones (e.g. intense reds on blonds)
_  does not interfere with lightening, highlights/lowlights, or grey coverage

Color split mixing ratio: add 10% of color split to your colour
example: 30 g of color  X 10% = 3 g Color split 

Use: For each shade, first mix the colour and the developer, then add 3 g of color split for 
every 30 g of colour, and mix well. shake well before use.

color split

@bouncehairpei
@hairnerdtara @hairbydeni84

@colormetammy

ColoR spliT 
color split 3.4 oz

saVE
25%
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HEALTHY & SHINY 
HoLIdAY HAIr

SILKENING MILK         
hydrating and 
polishing milk
gives hair an extreme 
polishing brilliance and 
long-lasting softness. 
it leaves hair silky 
and shiny from the 
first application. no 
inhibition silkening milk 
simplifies the blow-dry 
session and prolongs 
the hold of hair styles.

GLazE                   
liquid gel
liquid gel that smooths 
and holds, providing 
body, elasticity and 
definition to all hair 
types. To be used as 
a modeling gel before 
drying for straight or 
curly hair. leaves hair 
defined, shiny and 
vibrant.

WEt hard GEL
Wet look hard gel
For a wet and resistant 
look, a long-lasting 
memory-effect gel 
for sculptured styles. 
To recreate new 
styles, wet hair again 
and style when and 
how you like it. With 
guarana & organic 
extracts.

FLuId GLoSS                         
Anti-frizz polishing 
fluid 
Just a few drops to 
give your hair extreme 
shine and a silky touch. 
and after styling, and 
to protect the hair from 
heat and brushing. Gives 
softness, shine and 
manageability as well as 
hydration. With guarana 
& organic extracts.

dEFINING & ShINING Wax                
Shining and polishing wax 
illuminate, model and define your hair 
with no inhibition defining and shining 
wax. a non-fat and hydro-soluble wax 
that protects your hair with filmogen 
agents and UV filters. With guarana 
and organic extracts. no inhibition 
defining and shining wax revitalizes hair 
with a mix of fixing agents that hydrate 
and protect. a water-based emulsion 
with a waxy touch adds shine. Natural 
mica particles add a sparkling look.

The holiday party is upon us, a time 
when your client’s hair needs to look its 
best. To help them sparkle this season, 
suggest that they include these luxurious 
products into their winter hair care 
routine.

purchase 6 mixed smooth and shine 
products and save 25%

saVE
25%
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The Gloss HD color

24 The Gloss demi permanent color 2.03 fl oz
4 The Gloss activator 33.5 fl oz
Free products
4 illuminate pure pigment 3.4 oz
1 The Gloss technical book

The gloss
hd colour 
intensifies and tones hair color, 
giving customized high-definition 
hair color.

The formula mixes the gloss color with 
milk_shake® illuminate pure pigments, to 
customize hair color.

Choose from these 6 pure pigments shades: 

GolD, RED, BlUE, ViolET, CoppER, BRoWN 

mixing ratio:
Example: Mix 50 g the gloss color + 5 g (10%) illuminate pure 
pigment mixed with 55 g the gloss acidic color activator.
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Creative Color 
+ FREE oxidizing emulsion

12 creative permanent color 3.4 oz
Free products
2 oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz

smoothies 
+ FREE activating emulsion 

12 milk shake smoothies semi-permanent 3.4 oz
Free products
2 activating emulsion 33.8 oz

+
Free

+
Free
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/ ammonia-free lightening cream
/ lifts gently up to 5-6 levels
/ can be used on hair regrowth
/ ideal for application on roots and lengths
/ doesn’t run or expand
/ protects and conditions hair

LEVEL 9 1.1 lb

/ extra-high-lift powder
/ suitable for all lightening techniques
/ intense lift up to 9 levels
/ counteracts residual warm tones
/ doesn’t run or expand
/ protects and conditions hair 

TOTAL ROOTS LIGHTENER 6.8 oz

/ versatile, dust-free formula
/ lifts up to 6 levels
/ reduces brassiness or golden tones
/ doesn’t run, expand or dry out
/ easy to blend
/ protects and conditions hair

BLUE LIGHTENING POWDER 2.2 lb LIGHTENING POWDER 1.1 lb

/ versatile, dust-free formula
/ lifts up to 6 levels
/ doesn’t run, expand or dry out
/ easy to blend
/ leaves hair soft, manageable and shiny

/ suitable for all freehand techniques
/ creates a barrier for precise results 
/ lifts up to 4 levels
/ doesn't run or expand 
/ protects and conditions hair

CLAY BALAYAGE LIGHTENER 0.9 lb

milk_shake Decologic

+ FREE oxidizing emulsion 
with purchase of any 
2 Decologic lighteners

Choose from 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 Vol

make beauty consciously

decologic

Technology and 
innovation combine 

to create perfect 
blonds

 organic cranberry extract
The presence of enormous quantities of anti-
free-radical molecules, vitamins and minerals 
enhances protection and helps to give hair a 
healthy and revitalized appearance.

 clay
a specific clay from Brazil with a golden hue, 
it has a high affinity with hair, smoothing the 
cuticle and enhancing repairing processes, 
protecting, and improving the condition of 
the hair fiber and the hair’s appearance.

 silk proteins
silk proteins have a high affinity with hair 
keratin, with a conditioning and protective 
action, giving manageability and shine, 
protecting from the irritation caused by 
aggressive surfactants.

saVE
20%
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Multicolor 
+ Decologic samples 

18  no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz
Free products
1 Decologic Blue lightening powder 2.82oz
1 Decologic level 9 2.82oz
1 Decologic Total Roots lightener 1.76 oz
1 Decologic technical book

saVE
17%
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November 8th, 2021, 12:00 Noon EST
Cutting – Eliminate the Fear
Artist: Melissa Evans
Strong layers, help to create the texture for a cool lived-in 
look. Softness and versatility are just a few attributes to a 
modern cut. Tune in on this Live and as we share a layering 
method that works for curly, straight, long, mid-length, or 
even short hair.

November 22nd, 2021, 12:00 Noon EST
Color – Turn up the volume on your colors
Artist: Sarah Devore
There’s something rebellious, even illicit, about a Fiery Red, 
Buttery Blonde, or even Mocha Brunette. During this live we 
will share formulas from our milk_shake the gloss portfolio 
allowing you to create the perfect 3D color.

ONLINE EDuCATION

join us for free Facebook LIVE education @zoneconceptusa

join us for free evening ZOOM classes 

December 6th, 2021, 12:00 Noon EST
Styling – Holiday Hair
Artist: Jaclyn Lopes
Jaclyn will share quick and easy techniques to create styles 
in a short span of time, sparking guest curiosity in the salon 
while showcasing your artistic flair for any editorial work.

December 13th, 2021, 12:00 Noon EST
Color – Winter Blondes
Artist: Kara Corry
Ever hear the phrase: A blonde for every season? Join in 
as Kara shares formulas for those ‘Icy’, ‘Sparkly’ & ‘Silvery’ 
blondes. Perfect for cool and gorgeous winter days.

November 16th, 2021 8:00 pm EST
Facial Symmetry “The power of Balance”
Artist: Sharon Keller
What are the key things you look at during your 
guests consultation? during this zoom Sharon will 
share skills to shift the symmetry of the face by 
understanding a guest's dominant and softer side.
Register in advance for this meeting!

November 30th, 2021 8:00 PM EST
Color Formulations
Artist: Charlene Main
Formulation, tonal choices and understan-ding 
underlying pigment are just a few steps we will share 
when it comes to formulating your ideal color.
Register in advance for this meeting!

December 14th, 2021 8:00 pm EST
Winter Blondes
Artist: Kara Corry
Zoom in with Kara Corry, as she shares formulas for 
ultimate winter blondes. Covering milk_shake color 
portfolio (permanent, semi-permanent and acidic 
the gloss).
Register in advance for this meeting!

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information 
about joining the meeting.
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C O L L E C T I O N

2022 collection 

preview



z-oneconceptusa.com

z.one concept usa

ConneCt with Us facebook/@zoneconceptusa

instagram/@zoneconceptusa

Technical Hotline

973 767 7878


